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the books in livewire real lives pack a contain the fascinating stories of popular music stars and
famous hollywood actors selected reading materials basic skills agency real lives is a series of books
about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book will be of
interest to readers of all ages it has clear easy to read text and a variety of photographs real lives is a
series of books about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this
book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear easy to read text and a variety of
photographs written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills
agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content the livewire real lives series features
personalities from sport film and music politics and history the livewire real lives series provides
stimulating reading materials with a teenage adult interest level for those with reading ages below
ten or for adult students learning english as a foreign language facts and photographs sustain the
interest of the beginner reader the books are subtly colour coded for the appropriate reading age and
have superb photographs throughout eminem has caused a lot of controversy and he has attracted a
lot of fans find out what he s really like and how he became one of the best mcs and rappers in music
business written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills agency
to ensure accessibility in both layout and content livewire real lives contain fascinating stories of
popular music stars famous historical figures hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports people
all livewire books are written by qualified special needs teachers and are expertly assessed and subtly
colour coded for the appropriate reading age each book is graded at one of the following reading ages
6 7 7 8 8 9 or 9 10 real lives is a series of books about famous people from the worlds of sport film
and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear easy to
read text and a variety of photographs real lives is a series of books about famous people from the
worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it
has clear easy to read text and a variety of photographs written by experienced special needs
teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and
content the livewire real lives series features personalities from sport film and music politics and
history livewire high interest low reading level books for struggling teenage readers the livewire series
incorporates high interest topics within an accessible format for students with reading difficulties
students gradually tackle more complex texts while enjoying the appealing and relevant subject
matter and photographs published in association with the basic skills agency the livewire seres of
reading material is designed for teenage adult interest level for those with reading ages below ten it
offers appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages six to seven seven to eight
eight to nine and nine to ten this text in the real lives series aims to lead readers to the attainment of
a higher reading ability and has been checked and graded by the basic skills agency written by
experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure
accessibility in both layout and content this biography of christina ricci is part of the livewire real lives
series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and history to ensure
accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked with the basic skills agency on livewire a
series of reading material with a teenage or adult interest level for those with reading ages below 10
or for adult students learning english as a second or foreign language it offers teenagers and adults
appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10 in order to
ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked with the basic skills agency on
livewire a series of reading material with a teenage adult interest level for those with reading ages
below ten or for adult students of english as a foreign language livewire offers teenagers and adults
appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10 the books aim
to engage the interest of the reader in a motivating and non patronizing way and lead him or her
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towards the attainment of a higher reading level all livewire books are written by experienced special
needs teachers written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills
agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of geri halliwell is part of the
livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and history
stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire series have been produced in association with the
basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising approach towards the requirements of readers with
special needs they provide teenagers adult interest level fiction and non fiction for those with reading
ages below 10 or adult students learning english as a second language each book is graded at one of
the following reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 or 9 10 all livewire books are written by qualified special needs
teachers and are expertly assessed and subtly colour coded for the appropriate reading age the books
in the livewire real lives strand contain fascinating stories of popular music stars famous hollywood
actors tv personalities and top sports people real lives david beckham tells the story of one of the
most famous footballers in the world livewire presents engaging stories for young adult students with
very special reading needs high interest biographies will captivate even the most struggling or
reluctant reader from michael jordan and princess diana to will smith and john f kennedy famous
figures from sports entertainment and history will come alive with personal photographs and inside
stories this series is sold as a set of 25 books 1 of each title and one teacher resource book reading
level 2 5 interest level 10 12 stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire series have been
produced in association with the basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising approach towards the
requirements of readers with special needs the books in the livewire real lives strand contain
fascinating stories of popular music stars famous hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports
people read about the rise to fame of one of hollywood s biggest stars in real lives julia roberts
stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire series have been produced in association with the
basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising approach towards the requirements of readers with
special needs the books in the livewire real lives strand contain fascinating stories of popular music
stars famous historical figures hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports people this book tells
the story of savage garden and its break up read about the band s early days and how it grew popular
around the world find out how closely darren hayes and daniel johns worked together and how always
being in the spotlight affected them enjoy performance and publicity photographs of the band the real
lives series offers biographies in the categories of sport film and music and politics and history
beyonce is the story of how the singer came to fame real lives is a series of books about famous
people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to
readers of all ages it has clear easy to read text and a variety of photographs stimulating and
accessible the titles in the livewire series have been produced in association with the basic skills
agency to ensure a non patronising approach towards the requirements of readers with special needs
the books in the livewire real lives strand contain fascinating stories of popular music stars famous
hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports people real lives david beckham tells the story of one
of the world s most famous footballers livewire high interest low reading level books for struggling
teenage readers the livewire series incorporates high interest topics within an accessible format for
students with reading difficulties students gradually tackle more complex texts while enjoying the
appealing and relevant subject matter and photographs cathy freeman by heather gwilliam the real
lives books are about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this
book tells the story of the great athlete cathy freeman it has many photographs of cathy running
training and winning when robbie williams left take that in 1995 many people thought his career was
over but through hard work and heart ache he has become a hugh success back cover silverchair by
ian jackson the real lives books are about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music
politics and history this book tells the story of the rock band silverchair it has many photographs of
silverchair in concert to ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked with the
basic skills agency on livewire a series of reading material with a teenage or adult interest level for
those with reading ages below 10 or for adult students learning english as a second or foreign
language it offers teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading
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ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10 john travolta by julia holt the real lives books are about famous people from
the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book tells the story of john travolta the
famous film star it has photographs from his life and films including shots from saturday night fever
pulp fiction and broken arrow written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the
basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of michael
jackson is part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music
politics and history written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic
skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biogrpahy of michelle pfeiffer is
part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and
history to ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked with the basic skills
agency on livewire a series of reading material with a teenage or adult interest level for those with
reading ages below 10 or for adult students learning english as a second or foreign language it offers
teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9
and 9 10 the books aim to engage the interest of the reader in a motivating and non patronizing way
and lead him or her towards the attainment of a higher reading level written by experienced special
needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and
content this biography of whitney houston is part of the livewire real lives series which features
personalities from sport film and music politics and history selected reading materials religious
education the osbournes star in a reality show they might seem crazy to some but what are they
really like read about the ups and downs of this famous family back cover written by experienced
special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both
layout and content this biography of albert einstein is part of the livewire real lives series which
features personalities from sport film and music politics and history



New Livewire Real Lives 2002-05 the books in livewire real lives pack a contain the fascinating
stories of popular music stars and famous hollywood actors
Oasis 1997 selected reading materials basic skills agency
Livewire Real Lives 2003-01-31 real lives is a series of books about famous people from the worlds of
sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear
easy to read text and a variety of photographs
Arnold Schwarzenegger 1996 real lives is a series of books about famous people from the worlds of
sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear
easy to read text and a variety of photographs
Livewire Real Lives 2003-07 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the
basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content the livewire real lives series
features personalities from sport film and music politics and history the livewire real lives series
provides stimulating reading materials with a teenage adult interest level for those with reading ages
below ten or for adult students learning english as a foreign language facts and photographs sustain
the interest of the beginner reader the books are subtly colour coded for the appropriate reading age
and have superb photographs throughout eminem has caused a lot of controversy and he has
attracted a lot of fans find out what he s really like and how he became one of the best mcs and
rappers in music business
Livewire Real Lives Clint Eastwood 1999-01-01 written by experienced special needs teachers and
fully assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content livewire
real lives contain fascinating stories of popular music stars famous historical figures hollywood actors
tv personalities and top sports people all livewire books are written by qualified special needs
teachers and are expertly assessed and subtly colour coded for the appropriate reading age each
book is graded at one of the following reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 or 9 10
New Livewire Real Lives Eminem 2005-06-21 real lives is a series of books about famous people from
the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all
ages it has clear easy to read text and a variety of photographs
Keanu Reeves 2004-04-01 real lives is a series of books about famous people from the worlds of
sport film and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear
easy to read text and a variety of photographs
Mahatma Gandhi 1996 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic
skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content the livewire real lives series features
personalities from sport film and music politics and history
Livewire Real Lives Martin Luther King 1999-01-01 livewire high interest low reading level books for
struggling teenage readers the livewire series incorporates high interest topics within an accessible
format for students with reading difficulties students gradually tackle more complex texts while
enjoying the appealing and relevant subject matter and photographs
Livewire Real Lives 2001-05-04 published in association with the basic skills agency the livewire seres
of reading material is designed for teenage adult interest level for those with reading ages below ten
it offers appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages six to seven seven to eight
eight to nine and nine to ten this text in the real lives series aims to lead readers to the attainment of
a higher reading ability and has been checked and graded by the basic skills agency
The Williams Sisters 2002 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the
basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of christina ricci is
part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and
history
Livewire Real Lives Steve Irwin 2003-09-03 to ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton
have worked with the basic skills agency on livewire a series of reading material with a teenage or
adult interest level for those with reading ages below 10 or for adult students learning english as a
second or foreign language it offers teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non fiction which is
graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10



Marilyn Monroe 1998 in order to ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked
with the basic skills agency on livewire a series of reading material with a teenage adult interest level
for those with reading ages below ten or for adult students of english as a foreign language livewire
offers teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8
8 9 and 9 10 the books aim to engage the interest of the reader in a motivating and non patronizing
way and lead him or her towards the attainment of a higher reading level all livewire books are
written by experienced special needs teachers
Christina Ricci 2001 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic
skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of geri halliwell is part
of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and
history
Livewire Real Lives [pack F] 1999-04 stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire series have
been produced in association with the basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising approach
towards the requirements of readers with special needs they provide teenagers adult interest level
fiction and non fiction for those with reading ages below 10 or adult students learning english as a
second language each book is graded at one of the following reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 or 9 10 all
livewire books are written by qualified special needs teachers and are expertly assessed and subtly
colour coded for the appropriate reading age the books in the livewire real lives strand contain
fascinating stories of popular music stars famous hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports
people real lives david beckham tells the story of one of the most famous footballers in the world
Livewire 2000-02 livewire presents engaging stories for young adult students with very special
reading needs high interest biographies will captivate even the most struggling or reluctant reader
from michael jordan and princess diana to will smith and john f kennedy famous figures from sports
entertainment and history will come alive with personal photographs and inside stories this series is
sold as a set of 25 books 1 of each title and one teacher resource book reading level 2 5 interest level
10 12
Geri Halliwell 2001 stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire series have been produced in
association with the basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising approach towards the
requirements of readers with special needs the books in the livewire real lives strand contain
fascinating stories of popular music stars famous hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports
people read about the rise to fame of one of hollywood s biggest stars in real lives julia roberts
New Livewire Real Lives David Beckham 2005-08-04 stimulating and accessible the titles in the
livewire series have been produced in association with the basic skills agency to ensure a non
patronising approach towards the requirements of readers with special needs the books in the
livewire real lives strand contain fascinating stories of popular music stars famous historical figures
hollywood actors tv personalities and top sports people
Livewire: Real Lives Series 1999-01-01 this book tells the story of savage garden and its break up
read about the band s early days and how it grew popular around the world find out how closely
darren hayes and daniel johns worked together and how always being in the spotlight affected them
enjoy performance and publicity photographs of the band
Livewire Real Lives Pack 11 2003-06-27 the real lives series offers biographies in the categories of
sport film and music and politics and history beyonce is the story of how the singer came to fame
Julia Roberts 2003-07 real lives is a series of books about famous people from the worlds of sport film
and music politics and history this book will be of interest to readers of all ages it has clear easy to
read text and a variety of photographs
Livewire Real Lives Destiny's Child 2005-06-21 stimulating and accessible the titles in the livewire
series have been produced in association with the basic skills agency to ensure a non patronising
approach towards the requirements of readers with special needs the books in the livewire real lives
strand contain fascinating stories of popular music stars famous hollywood actors tv personalities and
top sports people real lives david beckham tells the story of one of the world s most famous
footballers



Livewire Real Lives Savage Garden 2002-06-27 livewire high interest low reading level books for
struggling teenage readers the livewire series incorporates high interest topics within an accessible
format for students with reading difficulties students gradually tackle more complex texts while
enjoying the appealing and relevant subject matter and photographs
New Livewire Real Lives Beyonce 2005-06-21 cathy freeman by heather gwilliam the real lives
books are about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book
tells the story of the great athlete cathy freeman it has many photographs of cathy running training
and winning
Livewire Real Lives Adolf Hitler 1999-01-01 when robbie williams left take that in 1995 many
people thought his career was over but through hard work and heart ache he has become a hugh
success back cover
David Beckham 2003 silverchair by ian jackson the real lives books are about famous people from the
worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book tells the story of the rock band silverchair
it has many photographs of silverchair in concert
Livewire Real Lives Fred Hollows 2003-09-03 to ensure accessibility and readability hodder
stoughton have worked with the basic skills agency on livewire a series of reading material with a
teenage or adult interest level for those with reading ages below 10 or for adult students learning
english as a second or foreign language it offers teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non
fiction which is graded at reading ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10
Livewire Real Lives Cathy Freeman 1999-01-01 john travolta by julia holt the real lives books are
about famous people from the worlds of sport film and music politics and history this book tells the
story of john travolta the famous film star it has photographs from his life and films including shots
from saturday night fever pulp fiction and broken arrow
Robbie Williams 2000 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic
skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of michael jackson is
part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and
history
Livewire Real Lives Silverchair 1998 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed
by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biogrpahy of michelle
pfeiffer is part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music
politics and history
Leonardo DiCaprio 1999 to ensure accessibility and readability hodder stoughton have worked with
the basic skills agency on livewire a series of reading material with a teenage or adult interest level
for those with reading ages below 10 or for adult students learning english as a second or foreign
language it offers teenagers and adults appropriate fiction and non fiction which is graded at reading
ages 6 7 7 8 8 9 and 9 10 the books aim to engage the interest of the reader in a motivating and non
patronizing way and lead him or her towards the attainment of a higher reading level
Livewire Real Lives John Travolta 1999-01-01 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully
assessed by the basic skills agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography
of whitney houston is part of the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film
and music politics and history
Michael Jackson 1997 selected reading materials religious education
Michelle Pfeiffer 1999-01-01 the osbournes star in a reality show they might seem crazy to some but
what are they really like read about the ups and downs of this famous family back cover
Tina Turner 1998 written by experienced special needs teachers and fully assessed by the basic skills
agency to ensure accessibility in both layout and content this biography of albert einstein is part of
the livewire real lives series which features personalities from sport film and music politics and history
Whitney Houston 1998
Mother Teresa 1998
The Osbournes 2005
Livewire Real Lives Alex Ferguson 2001-06-08
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